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Whirl

Massage

Select

Defines the individually 
utilisable area between 
basin and mixer, for 
all possible applications.

Combines water with a 
generous amount of air. For a 
sof t, splash- free water jet and 
rich, full shower drops.

Concentrated beneficial 
massage spray.

Generous flow of sof t 
sprays.

A bundled jet for targeted, 
refreshing shower pleasure.

Strong, pulsing massage 
spray.

Dynamic, revitalising 
massage spray.

Spray modes

Technologies

Changes to a dif ferent 
spray type or shower in 
moments.

Remove limescale 
deposits simply by 
rubbing the flexible 
silicone jets.

Perfect for rinsing shampoo 
out of your hair.

A combination of sof t shower 
rain and dynamic spray.

Gentle rainfall with  
air-enriched drops.

Keeps the flow to a 
minimum to save water 
and energy without 
any performance loss. 
For lasting pleasure.

Distributes the water over a 
large shower face, so your 
whole body is completely 
enveloped in well -being 
drops.

Powerful f lood jet for 
generous coverage.

Strong invigorating spray.

Finishes
The last 3 digits of the product number defines the finish.  
Example: 28500, -00X = Chrome
00X Chrome | 40X White/Chrome | 80X Stainless Steel Optic

Sof t relaxing  
shower rain.

6

*Terms and condit ions apply.  

See www.hansgrohe.com.au

Sof t water spray that 
caresses the body.

Intensive water spray  
perfect for rinsing shampoo.

The strongest rain spray  
for revitalising.

Consentrated spray.
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Enjoy Select.

It is a well -known fact that here 
at Hansgrohe, we never stop reinventing 
water pleasure. Once again it has clicked 
with the new Select technology! A simple 
touch of this button is all it takes for anyone 
to be able to enjoy their particular shower 
pleasure. The discreet Select button on 
showers and thermostats combines many 
of the features that our products are known 
for: the best design, smart functions and 
excellent user- friendliness. Of course, we 
also include these characteristics in our 

bathroom and mixers for you. This turns 
our ideas for water into an experience 
in your home. In this brochure, you will 
discover award-winning design coupled 
with innovative technology and an added 
helping of pleasure – so happy reading! 

Yours, Richard Grohe

There’s now a lit tle button in the bathroom that provides a tremendous amount of pleasure.

Experience the catalogue interactively on your iPad: http://itunes.com/app/hansgrohecatalog
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Set to nothing  
but pleasure:
Showers and thermostats.
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Showers and thermostats. Shower situations

Soft summer rain, a powerful 
waterfall or a revitalising shower spray? 
Whatever your idea of the perfect shower 

is, through our showering options you will 
be able to turn your dream into genuine 
shower pleasure. Design your individual 

shower – with the shower configuration 
that suits you.

As individual as you are:  
Our range of showers and sprays.

Hand shower and shower set
The basic solution – of fers the same full 
shower pleasure, and is easy to mount 
on the wall.

Showerpipe
Exposed installation – complete shower 
pleasure with minimum ef for t. Perfect for 
upgrading during renovation.

Overhead shower
For relaxing or rejuvinating – because 
every day deserves a dif ferent shower. 
Concealed installation, integrated into 
the wall.

Choose your perfect shower configuration from our range of showers.

Shower family
Overhead, hand and side showers are 
controlled by mixers and diver ters  
or concealed thermostats. From waterfall 
to all - round pleasure.
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Showers and thermostats. Shower situations

Showerpanel®: looks good – 
and feels it, too.

Freedom: Select your perfect hand shower 
and shower set.

Overhead showers are the nicest way to stand in 
the rain.

Raindance Rainfall.

Thermostat: easy shower control at the touch of a button.
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Showers. Shower technologies

Select your shower pleasure.
The easiest decision you’ll ever make in the bathroom: Select.

We don’t just want our ideas to 
revolutionise the way we use water; we 
also want to set new standards in ease 
of use and control. There is one thing 
Hansgrohe developments should be 
above all else: they should be fun. This 
claim goes with every single deliberation 
we make, and every line drawn by our 

designers. So our most recent milestone 
comes, without extensive user instructions, 
but as an elegant button that is simple 
and intuitive – touch, see and experience 
the dif ference. It will change your shower 
experience because you can change 
spray types or select dif ferent outlets 
simply at the touch of a button. As you 

would expect, the Select products also 
include the other Hansgrohe innovations 
with which we have made showering more 
sustainable, more varied and simply much 
nicer in recent years. It is not possible to 
enjoy water more.

www.hansgrohe.com.au

Pleasure is intuitive. 
 

Hansgrohe redefined large-scale 
showering pleasure with Raindance. Now 
the question is: what will make the best 
showers even better? It’s clear – even 
easier control! Control at the touch of 
a button provides maximum comfort for 
the user – really easy, and completely 
intuitive.

Pleasure is simple.

Why a button? Because it invites us to 
try it. It is fun to control something using 
a button and experience direct action/
reaction. And because showering no 
longer has to be based around a disc, 
Select has also revolutionised shower 
design.

Pleasure is 
 everywhere.

And thermostats with buttons to turn 
gain as much in user comfort as hand 
and overhead showers. Which is why 
everything in the shower now promises 
that you can select your shower pleasure.
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SelectSelect
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Showers. Shower technologies

Showering re-thought.
Passion for water, innovations for the bathroom.

EcoSmart.

Back in 1987 – long before saving water 
became such a big issue – Hansgrohe 
developed a hand shower, the Mistral 
Eco that used only half the amount of 
water and saved previous energy. Today, 
EcoSmart showers consume only nine or 
six litres per minute, and save up to 60 % 
water and energy.

QuickClean.

All our showers have flexible silicone jets. 
Any deposits are quickly removed simply 
by rubbing a finger over them. Well 
looked-after limescale -free products not 
only look much nicer, but they also work 
better and last longer.

EcoSmart technology

For 114 years, water has been the 
element that revives us, drives us, and to 
which we are 100 % committed, body 
and soul. This passion flows into perfect 

design and intelligent comfort – and our 
commitment to using our natural resources 
responsibly. Which is why we are 
constantly developing new technologies 

and services to help you reduce your 
water consumption and increase the 
lifetime of your showers – as well as your 
showering pleasure.
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Showers. Shower technologies

AirPower.

Generous amounts of air are drawn in 
through the spray face. This quite literally 
stirs up the in- flowing water. The resulting 
air-enriched drops are fuller, lighter 
and softer. This not only feels good, but 
it also means that you are making the 
most efficient and splash-free use of your 
precious water.

XXL Performance.

By intelligently distributing the water over 
a large area, the whole body is enveloped 
in a feel -good shower rain. For fabulous 
water pleasure.
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Find your own shape  
of perfection.
Just for you: Hansgrohe’s shower ranges.

With its straight lines and balanced 
proportions, the Croma 100 is basically 
what a very good shower is expected to 
be. This also applies to its inner workings: 
whether Vario, Multi or 1jet, the Croma 
100 always provides a refreshing shower 
experience.

Crometta® 85. 
Simply practical.

Croma® 100. 
Simply classic.

Raindance® Select. 
Simply elegant.

Every Crometta 85 offers Hansgrohe 
technology in a compact form. This, our 
handiest shower, contains concentrated 
shower pleasure. Thanks to its design 
style, the Crometta 85 is a product that 
will go in any bathroom.

Hansgrohe redefined large-scale 
showering pleasure with Raindance. It 
appeals for its size and functionality just 
as much as for its design – for which the 
Raindance Select E 120 received the 
iF design award. Thanks to the Select 
technology, it is also wonderfully easy to 
use – simply at the touch of a button.

Hand shower

Everyone has a dif ferent idea of 
what constitutes the perfect shower. This 
is why we have not only a variety of spray 
types, but have also developed dif ferent 

design lines and price groups for our 
showers. Whichever of these beautifully 
shaped solutions you choose, every 
item is now also available as part of a 

shower set or as an overhead shower. You 
choose.

Showers. Shower ranges
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Overhead shower

Showers. Shower ranges
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Showers. Hand showers and shower sets

Raindance® Select:  
Innovation at your fingertips.
Experience individual comfort in form and function.

Beauty is not only in the eye of the 
beholder, it is a feeling of the user. And 
which particular water form feels best is 
a matter of personal preference. That is 
why the Select technology now has three 
spray types on the hand shower to select 
your shower pleasure. They are available 
round or square, in pure chrome or 

chrome with a white spray face – not 
only to please the finger that touches the 
button, but also to delight the eye. Even 
the environment can be happy: thanks 
to the smart flow limiter, the EcoSmart 
version reduces water consumption by up 
to 40%. The showers shown here are all 
available individually or as a shower set 

in combination with a shower bar. With 
the new ShowerTablet Select thermostat, 
you can make the shower even easier to 
operate at the touch of a button – and 
enjoy the benefits of a beautifully shaped 
shelf under the shower.

www.hansgrohe.com.au

Raindance® Select E 120 3jet Hand shower

Strong shower rain from  
small jets – perfect for rinsing  

shampoo out of the hair.

Concentrated massaging spray  
from rotating jets to relieve tension.

Gentle shower rain to enjoy with 
air-enriched drops from large jets.

Switches over to a dif ferent spray type  
intuit ively and in moments, providing  
pleasure at the touch of a but ton.

Select

Whirl
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Showers. Hand showers and shower sets

Pleasure showering.

Pleasure showerers like to take their time in 
the bathroom, and seek relaxation. They like 
to wash the day’s stresses away, drop by 
drop. When the water runs down them like 
rain, nothing and no one can disturb them. 
They are not only interested in body care, but 
they also want their soul to be pampered by 
the water. The lavish, soft RainAir spray is 
perfect for them.

Efficient showering.

When an efficient showerer steps under the 
shower, they want to be refreshed when they 
come out. Sometimes it only takes them a 
few minutes to achieve the desired results. 
The shower should have an instant effect. 
Shampoo, for instance, must rinse out quickly 
and thoroughly, or they become impatient. 
A clear case for the strong Rain spray.

Focus showering.

A proper shower must be really intense 
for a focus showerer, and go deep down, 
showering away deep-rooted tension, or 
perhaps the after-effects of a demanding 
last work-out. They like to feel completely 
‘loose’ when they leave the shower, all their 
cares and stresses washed away, ready for 
the evening or their next bout of sport. The 
Whirl spray gives them a targeted massage.

From Showerlab to practical use:  
Water in your favourite form.
Studies in Hansgrohe’s Showerlab have identified that there are three dif ferent shower types.

WhirlWhirl
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Showers. Hand showers and shower sets

Raindance® Select E 150 3jet Hand shower
EcoSmar t # 26551, -000, -400
 
 
 

     

     

Raindance® Select S 120 3jet Hand shower
EcoSmar t # 26531, -000, -400
 
 
 

     

      

Raindance® Select S 150/Unica® ’S Puro Set
EcoSmar t 0.65 m # 26634, -003, -403
 
 
 

   

      

Raindance® Select S 150 3jet Hand shower
EcoSmar t # 28588, -000, -400
 
 
 

     

     

Raindance® Select E 120/Unica® ’S Puro Set 
EcoSmar t 0.65 m # 26622, -003, -403
 
 
 

     

      

Raindance® Select E 120 3jet Hand shower
EcoSmar t # 26521, -000, -400 
 
 
 

     

     

Raindance® Select E 150/Unica® ’S Puro Set
EcoSmar t 0.65 m # 26635, -003, -403
 
 
 

   

      

Raindance® Select S 120/Unica® ’S Puro Set
EcoSmar t 0.65 m # 26632, -003, -403
 
 
 

     

      

Hand showers and shower sets

-000 denotes chrome, -400 denotes white/chrome
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Crometta® 85 Multi/Unica® ’Crometta Set 
0.65 m # 27767, -003
 
 
 

 

   

Crometta® 85 Multi Hand shower 
EcoSmar t # 28608, -000
 
 
 

   

     

Showers. Hand showers and shower sets

Croma® 100 Vario/Unica® ’C Set 
EcoSmar t 0.65 m # 27772, -003
 
 
 

   

     

Croma® 100 Vario Hand shower 
EcoSmar t # 28537, -000 
 
 
 

   

     

 

Beauty has two faces.
The Raindance Select hand and overhead showers in the 
following segment are available in chrome or chrome with a 
white spray face.

The last 3 digits of the product number denote the finish. 
Example: 28500, -00X = Chrome
00X Chrome | 40X White/Chrome

Chrome. White/Chrome.

Croma® 100 Multi/Unica® ’C Set 
EcoSmar t 0.65 m # 27775, -003
 
 
 

   

   

Croma® 100 Multi Hand shower 
EcoSmar t # 28538, -000
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Showers. Overhead showers

Raindance® Select: 
The loveliest rain in the world.
Overhead showers for the highest standards.

Now it’s also possible to select the 
spray type of the Hansgrohe overhead 
showers at the touch of a button, to wash 
your cares away. Rain and RainAir also 
offer relaxation as full sprays over the 
entire spray face. The appearance of 
these overhead showers is just as varied 

as the showering experience. They are 
available in the classic round version 
or in a contemporary rectangular form; 
in pure chrome or chrome with a white 
spray face. They have also been given 
an elegant, subtle chrome ring on the 
outside, a higher, more exclusive rim and 

an attractive wave structure. The spray 
face is removable and therefore easy to 
clean, which means it will stay looking 
good and functioning perfectly for a long 
time to come.

www.hansgrohe.com.au

Raindance® Select E 300 2jet Overhead shower

Strong shower rain from 
small jets – perfect for rinsing 
shampoo out of the hair.

Gentle shower rain to 
enjoy with air-enriched 
drops from large jets.

Switches over to a different spray type 
intuitively and in moments, and provides 
pleasure at the touch of a button.Select
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Showers. Overhead showers

Spray modes: 
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.
The overhead showers also have the right shower spray for any user.

RainAir.

Every single drop from the RainAir spray 
bursts forth from a large, wide jet, absorbing 
lots of air at the same time. This results in a 
soft, voluminous shower rain.

Rain.

The new Rain spray focuses the water on 
its strongest characteristics. Released from 
small, narrow jets, it refreshes powerfully and 
quickly, and is ideal for rinsing out shampoo.
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NEW

Crometta® 100 Range
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Crometta 100 Vario sprays Crometta 100 Multi sprays

Showers. Hand showers and shower sets

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW NEW NEW

Crometta® 100 Multi Hand shower
# 26826, -400 EcoSmar t (9l/min)

Crometta® 160 1jet Overhead shower
# 26578, -000, -400 EcoSmar t (9l/min)

Crometta® 100 Multi Shower Set
# 26653, -403 0.65m EcoSmar t

Crometta® 100 Vario Shower Set
# 26654, -403, .365m EcoSmar t
Crometta® 100 1jet Shower Set
# 26655, -403 0.65m EcoSmar t  
(not shown)

Crometta® 100 Vario Hand shower
# 26827, -400 EcoSmar t (9l/min)

Crometta® 100 1jet Hand shower
# 26828, -400 EcoSmar t (9l/min)

Crometta® 100 Range

Surface
Chrome, -000

Surface
White/Chrome, -400

Rain Soft rainNormal Intense rain

Shampoo MassageMassage
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PuraVida® 400 Air 1jet  
Overhead shower
with shower arm 390 mm 
# 27437, -003, -403
 
 
 

   

  

Showers. Overhead showers

Overhead showers

Raindance® Select S 240 2jet  
Overhead shower
Shower arm sold separately 
# 26469, -001, -401 
 
 

       

 

 

 

Raindance® S 300 Air 1jet  
Overhead shower
Shower arm sold separately 
# 27494, -003
Raindance® S 240 Air 1jet  
Overhead shower
Shower arm sold separately 
# 27461, -003
Raindance® S 180 Air 1jet  
Overhead shower
Shower arm sold separately 
# 27464, -003
 

      
 

Raindance® E 360 Air 1jet 
Overhead shower
Shower arm sold separately 
# 27381, -001
Raindance® E 240 Air 1jet 
Overhead shower
Shower arm sold separately 
# 27380, -001

 
 
 

   

 

Raindance® Select E 300 2jet  
Overhead shower
Shower arm sold separately 
# 27387, -001, -401
 
 
 

     

   

Raindance® Rainfall® 240 Air 3jet
# 28411, -003 
Basic unit in the wall: iBox Universal 
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180
 
 
 

   

     

iBox

Raindance® Classic 240 Air 1jet 
Overhead shower
Shower arm sold separately 
# 27405, -003
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Croma® 160 1jet  
Overhead shower
# 28450, -003 
 

     

Croma® 100 Mult i  
Overhead shower
# 28460, -000
 
 
 

   

     

Croma® 100 Vario  
Overhead shower
# 28462, -000

 

 
 

       

Showers. Overhead showers

Raindance® Connect showerpipe

Showerpipe Croma® overhead showers

Raindance® Connect S 180 1jet Showerpipe 
with Raindance S 180 Air 1jet overhead shower, 
baton hand shower, shower arm 460 mm 
EcoSmar t # 27166, -003 
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Raindance® E 150 3jet Hand shower
EcoSmar t # 28551, -000
 
 
 

   

     

Showers. Hand showers and shower sets

Raindance® S 100 3jet Hand shower
EcoSmar t # 28552, -000
 
 
 

   

     

Raindance® S 150 Air 3jet/Unica® ’S Puro Set
0.65 m # 27898, -003
 
 
 

   

     

Raindance® S 150 3jet Hand shower
EcoSmar t # 28550, -000,
 
 
 

   

      

Raindance® E 120 Air 3jet/Unica® ’D Set 
0.65 m # 27887, -003
 
 
 

   

     

Raindance® 120 3jet Hand shower
EcoSmar t # 28549, -000 
 
 
 

   

      

Raindance® E 150 Air 3jet/Unica® ’D Set
0.65 m # 27897, -003
 
 
 

   

     

Raindance® S 100 Air 3jet/Unica® ’S Puro Set
0.65 m # 27882, -003
 
 
 

  

     

Hand showers and shower sets
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Showers. Hand showers and shower sets

Raindance® E 150 Air 3jet/Raindance® Unica® Set
EcoSmar t (9 l/m)
0.90 m # 27874, -003
 
 
 

   

     

Raindance® S 150 Air 3jet/Raindance® Unica®  Set
EcoSmar t (9 l/m)
0.90 m # 27658, -003
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In Axor Manufaktur we individualize and perfect our products with care and at tention to detail. Next to the standard chrome finish, 15 additional 
bespoke finishes are now available in polished and brushed varieties. These new special finishes are manufactured with PVD technology. In 
addition, a large variety of special coloured finishes are available on request. Beyond this, personalized solutions are reviewed and produced on 
an individual case basis.

Personalised finishes and colours.

Showers and thermostats. Concealed thermostats

Personalised shower systems.

The full range at a glance.

Concealed thermostat – for 1 function.
An elegant - looking solut ion. You can use the thermostat to set the desired temperature and operate 
a shower at the same time using the shut -of f valve.

Ecostat® S
Shower thermostat
with shut -of f valve 
Concealed 
# 15701, -003 
iBox Universal only
# 01800180

Concealed thermostat with valves – for 4 functions.
Simply use the handle on the thermostat to enter the desired temperature, and use the valves to control  
up to four dif ferent spray types.

Metris® 
Shower thermostat
with shut -of f valve 
Concealed 
# 31572, -003 
iBox Universal only
# 01800180

PuraVida® 
Shower thermostat
with shut -of f valve 
Concealed 
# 15775, -000, -403  
iBox Universal only
# 01800180

Trio®/Quattro® S 
Shut -of f and diver ter valve 
# 15932, -000 
Basic set must be chosen

Shut-off valve S
# 15972, -000 
Basic set must be chosen

Ecostat® S  
Shower thermostat
Highflow concealed 
# 15715, -000 
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

Trio®/Quattro® Metris®

Shut -of f and diver ter valve 
# 31634, -000 
Basic set must be chosen

Shut-off valve Metris®

# 31677, -000 
Basic set must be chosen

PuraVida®  
Shower thermostat
Highflow concealed 
# 15772, -000, -400 
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

Metris®  
Shower thermostat
Highflow concealed 
# 31571, -000 
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

Trio®/Quattro® PuraVida® 
Shut -of f and diver ter valve 
# 15937, -000, -400  
Basic set must be chosen

Shut-off valve PuraVida® 
# 15978, -000, -400  
Basic set must be chosen

Manufacturing Process PVD
(Physical Vapor Deposition)
Basis for each PVD surface is a galvanically generated chrome surface. In 
the middle of the chamber there is the target consisting of circon. During 
the coating process the chamber is filled up with nitrogen. Depending 
on the amount of nitrogen the most diverse surfaces can be generated. 
During the process an electric arc is going up and down the target. Due 
to the high heat build-up the circon evaporates. This steam, which merges 
with the nitrogen in the chamber, lies down on the dif ferent fit ting parts.  
Circon-nitrite is an extremely tough substance. That is the reason why the 
surface is more resistant in comparison with galvanic surfaces.

PVD advantages
All finishes manufactured with PVD technology by Hansgrohe’s 
own production offer the following advantages:
> Better scratch resistance
> Long- lasting brilliance of the surface
> Higher detergent resistance
> Higher corrosion resistance
> Various surface colours possible
> Suitable for outdoor and coastal installations
> Ecologically friendly process (no wastewater)

Brushed bronze  
- 140

Brushed red gold 
- 310

Brushed chrome  
- 260

Brushed gold optic  
- 250

Brushed black chrome  
- 340

Brushed nickel  
- 820

Polished bronze  
- 130

Polished red gold 
- 300

PVD chrome  
- 020

Polished gold optic  
- 990

Polished black chrome  
- 330

Polished nickel  
- 830
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Bath filler and overflow. Bath technologies

Exafill® Bathfiller and Overflow.

The new bath filler and overflow from Hansgrohe with ultra flat surface, dual 
backflow preventer, integrated flood jet and QuickClean cleaning function.  
The simplest and economical solution to filling the bathtub.

Flat overflow housing
Only 38 mm deep, the space saving overflow housing is easy to 
install and also suitable for bath carriers. It is combined with a 
one piece flat finish set that is elegant in design and easy to clean.

Threefold sealing
The threefold seal completely covers the 
outlet hole in all thee directions; adhesive 
sealant becomes superfluous.

Installation and operation

Exafill® S Bathfil ler
# 58129, -003

Push -Open Waste
Bath tub
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Bath filler and overflow. Bath technologies

QuickClean outlet
The outlet has a swivel range of 30˚ and fills the 
bath tub with a powerful, bubbling flood jet. Thanks 
to the QuickClean function, limescale can simply be 
rubbed away. 

Push open waste
With flexible spring helps to protect from injury if one 
slips in the bath tub.

Exafill® bathfil ler in conjunction with iBox Universal.
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Basin mixers. Design

To us, design is not a matter of 
taste; it is an attitude – even a passion. 
Which is why we are still delighted to 
receive international recognition for our 
design achievements: With the Hansgrohe 
and Axor brands, Hansgrohe SE is ranked 

no. 1 in the sanitary industry. Over 350 
design awards make us one of the highest 
recognised companies in the sanitary 
market. Design is never an end in itself, 
but is always the expression of equality 
between form and function. In the search 

for the most intelligent solutions, we create 
showers and mixers of an exceptional 
quality that will provide lasting pleasure. 

www.hansgrohe.com.au

To us, perfect water pleasure  
also means perfectly formed.
Award-winning design by Hansgrohe.
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Basin mixers. Design

The Metris® product family 
appealed right down the line 
in 2012.

Awards rained on the Raindance® Rainfall® 240 
between 2007 and 2009.

The Raindance® Connect 240 Showerpipe won the 
whole range of awards between 2007 and 2010.

The PuraVida® mixers made juries’ 
eyes shine between 2009 and 2011.

The Focus® 240 single-lever basin mixer 
received the highest award at the 2012 
iF Awards.

The Raindance® Select E 120 hand shower 
delighted at the touch of a button in 2013.

Everything about the design of the 
ShowerSelect® was simply perfect 
in 2013.

Award-winning design by Hansgrohe – over 350 prizes won. Here is a small selection of our award winners.
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Water at its  
most perfect:
Basin mixers.

32
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Basin mixers. ComfortZone

Something to suit every customer.
Find your ComfortZone.

The height of a basin mixer 
determines the level of freedom in 
the daily use of water. Whether more 
freedom of movement when washing your 
hands or simply extra space between the 
mixer and basin, one thing is sure: the 

higher the mixer, the greater the flexibility 
of how you use water on a daily basis. 
We call this individually usable space 
between the mixer and the ceramic 
ComfortZone. For more space. For every 
day. And for maximum comfort. Use the 

ComfortZone configurator to find your 
dream combination of mixer and wash 
basin.

www.hansgrohe.com.au

Metris® 200Metris® 240
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Basin mixers. ComfortZone

Which mixer goes with which basin? If the combination is not right, 
there might be irritating splashes and a loss of comfort.

Hansgrohe used the ComfortZone test to test over 3000 combinations 
of its mixers with the most frequently used basins in order to give its 
customers the perfect advice. You will find the various results and 
recommendations at www.hansgrohe.co.uk/comfortzone-test

Metris® 110 Talis® 150

Which Hansgrohe mixer suits which basin?

Legend

 FU
NCTION APPROVED 

Hansgrohe
Test Center

 M
IXER – WASH BASIN – COMBIN

ATIO
N

 FU
NCTION APPROVED 

Hansgrohe
Test Center
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N
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Basin mixers. Mixer technologies

For lasting pleasure
Innovative technologies by Hansgrohe.

EcoSmart.

In 1987 – long before saving water became a 
public topic – Hansgrohe developed EcoSmart 
technology. At the time, it helped to reduce 
water and energy consumption in daily bathing 
routines by up to half. We have consistently 
developed this technology further since then, 
and have now reduced the consumption of 
our basin mixers to just 5 litres per minute as 
standard.

AirPower.

Your AirPower mixer combines the flowing water 
with air. The air-enriched spray becomes softer 
and more voluminous which not only feels good 
but also means that you are making the most 
efficient and splash-free use of your precious 
water.

QuickClean. 

The aerators of our mixers all have flexible 
silicone jets. Gently rubbing a finger over 
them removes limescale deposits in seconds. 
The mixers stay looking lovely for longer – it 
increases the life of your mixer.

EcoSmart 
technology
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Basin mixers. PuraVida®

PuraVida®.
Pure. Clear. Sensuous.

The bathroom is not about 
tomorrow’s trends, but about your own 
trend. For those who appreciate subtle 
individuality, they will love PuraVida, 

because the rounded lines and organic 
forms radiate a creative self-confidence. 
The surfaces white and chrome blend 
together seamlessly in the DualFinish 

process. PuraVida mixers are available in 
various heights – for the individual space 
that we call ComfortZone.
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Basin mixers. PuraVida®

You will find the matching PuraVida bathroom accessories at www.hansgrohe.com.au

PuraVida® 100
3-hole basin mixer
# 15073, -400, -000
 
 
 

     

PuraVida® 240
Single lever basin mixer
# 15072, -403, -003
 
 
 

   

PuraVida® 110
Single lever basin mixer
# 15070, -403, -003
 
 
 

   

PuraVida® 200
Single lever basin mixer
# 15081, -403, -003
 
 
 

   

PuraVida® Basin and bidet

PuraVida® 
Single lever basin mixer
for wall mounting 
225 mm # 15085, -400, -000 
165 mm # 15084, -400, -000 
In wall body 
# 13622180
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Basin mixers. PuraVida®

PuraVida® Bath

PuraVida® 400 Air 1jet Overhead shower
with shower arm 390 mm 
# 27437, -403, -003
 
 
 

   

PuraVida® 120 Air 1jet Baton hand shower 
EcoSmar t # 28568, -400, -000 
 
 
 

   

PuraVida®

Shower thermostat 
with shut -of f 
# 15775, -403, -003 
iBox Universal only # 01800180

PuraVida®

Body shower 100 
with shut -of f 
# 28430, -400, -000 
 inch male

PuraVida® Unica® Set 
0.90 m EcoSmar t # 27853, -403, -003
 
 
 

     

     

PuraVida®

Single lever shower mixer
# 15665, -403, -003 
iBox Universal only # 01800180

PuraVida® 150 Air 3jet Hand shower
EcoSmar t # 28567, -400, -000
 
 
 

     

     

PuraVida®

Single lever bath mixer
# 15445, -403, -003 
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

PuraVida®

Single lever bath mixer
for upright installation with PuraVida 
120 1jet baton hand shower 
# 15473, -400, -000 
Basic set 
# 10452180
 
 
 
 

   

PuraVida® 
Bath spout
# 15412, -400, -000
 
 
 

PuraVida® Shower
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Basin mixers. Metris®, Talis® and Focus®

Metris®, Talis® and Focus®.
Pared down. Stylish. Functional.

Those who wish to free themselves 
of the superfluous and focus on the 
essential will appreciate a clear design 

language that leaves no questions 
unanswered: clear lines create sensible 
benefits. Resulting in a reduced, well 

thought- through entity: the Metris, Talis 
and Focus lines.
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Basin mixers. Metris®

Metris® Basin

Metris® 260
Single lever basin mixer 
# 31082, -003
 
 
 
 

     

Metris® 110
Single lever basin mixer
# 31084, -003
 
 
 
 

       

Metris® 200
Single lever basin mixer
# 31185, -003
 
 
 
 

     

Metris®

Single lever basin mixer
for wall mounting 
165 mm # 31085, -000 
In wall body 
# 13622180
 
 
 

     

Metris®. For requirements of any standard.
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Basin mixers. Metris®

Metris® 
Single lever bath mixer
# 31493, -003 
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

Metris® 
Bath spout
# 31494, -000

Metris® 
Single lever shower mixer
# 31685, -003 
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

Metris® 
High f low shower mixer
# 31652, -000
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

Ecostat® E 
Shower thermostat
with shut -of f 
# 31572, -003 
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

Metris® Bath

Metris® Shower
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Metris S® 
Single lever basin mixer 
# 31060, 003
 
 
 

     

Metris S® 
Single lever basin mixer 
165mm # 31162,000
225mm # 31163,000
In wall body #13622, 180
 
 
 

     

Basin mixers. Metris S®

Metris S® Basin

Metris S®. Timeless simplicity and style.
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Metris S®

Single lever shower mixer
# 31665, 003
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180
 
 
 
 
 
   

Metris S®

Bath spout
# 14420, 000 
 
 
 
 
   

Basin mixers. Metris S®

Metris S® Bath

Metris S® Shower

Metris S®

Single lever bath mixer
# 31465, 003
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180
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NEW

Logis® 190
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NEW

NEW

Logis® 100
Logis® 70

Basin mixers. Logis®

As individual as your needs.
With the ComfortZone, Logis® easily fits your lifestyle.

The new Logis® mixers are a joy 
to the eyes and fingertips. Featuring an 
appealing and ergonomic design, the 
handle invites you to touch it. Any you’ll 
quickly realise: Unmistakable design is 
important to us. We have been working 

with Phoenix Design for a long time to 
bring design to the smallest room of the 
house. Thanks to its design language, the 
Logis® mixer blends seamlessly, yet full of 
life, in every ambience. But that’s just one 
thing. This is, of course, not enough for the 

Hansgrohe developers. It should adapt 
to the needs of the user, and so create 
a personal ComfortZone in the home. 
Accordingly, they come in a range of 
heights that ensures they work perfectly 
with the wash basin.
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Logis® 100
Single lever basin mixer
# 71101, 003
 
 
 
 
 

     

Basin mixers. Logis®

Logis®. Human. Harmonious. Homelike.

The new Logis® mixers are a joy to the eyes and fingertips. 
Featuring an appealing and ergonomic design, the handle 
invites you to touch it. 

And you’ll quickly realise: Unmistakable design is important to 
us. We have been working with Phoenix Design for a long time 
to bring design to the smallest room of the house.

Logis® 2 hole basin mixer
# 71220, 000
 
 

 

 
 

     

Logis® Basin

Logis® 190
Single lever basin mixer
# 71091, -003
 
 
 

 
 

     

Logis® 70
Single lever basin mixer
# 71071, 003
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Basin mixers. Logis S®

Logis® Bath

Logis® Shower

Logis® 
Single lever shower mixer
# 71605, 003
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

Logis® 
Highflow shower mixer
# 71607, 000
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

Logis® 70
Single lever bath mixer
# 71405, 003
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

Logis®

Bath spout
# 71410, 000
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Talis® 
Single lever basin mixer
for wall mounting 
165 mm # 31618, -000 
225 mm # 31611, -000 
Installation par t only 
# 13622180

 
 
 

   

Basin mixers. Talis®

Talis®. For requirements of any shape.

Talis® Basin

Talis® 80
Single lever basin mixer
with rotatable spout 
# 32053, -003
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     

Talis® 150
Single lever basin mixer
with rotatable spout 
# 32052, -003
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Basin mixers. Talis®

Talis® Basin

Talis® Bath

Talis® Shower

Talis® 
Single lever bath mixer
# 32475, -003 
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

Talis® 
Bath spout
# 13414, -000

Ecostat® S
Thermostatic mixer
# 15701, -003 
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

Talis® 
Single lever shower mixer
# 32675, -003 
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

Talis® 
High f low shower mixer
# 32674, -000 
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

Talis® 230
3-hole basin mixer
# 32310, -000
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Basin mixers. Focus®

Focus®. For requirements in any home.

Focus® 190
Single lever basin mixer
# 31518, -003
 
 
 
 

     

Focus® 100
Single lever basin mixer
# 31517, -003
 
 
 
 

     

Focus® Basin
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Basin mixers. Focus®

Focus® Basin

Focus® Bath

Focus® Shower

Focus® 
Single lever bath mixer
# 31945, -003 
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

Focus® 
Single lever shower mixer
# 31965, -003 
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

Focus® 
High f low shower mixer
# 31964, -000 
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

You will find the matching bathroom 
accessories at www.hansgrohe.com.au

Focus® 70
Single lever basin mixer
# 31730, -003
 
 
 
 
 

     

Focus® 100
3 hole basin mixer
# 31937, -000
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Basin mixers. Metris® Classic

Metris® Classic.
Timeless. Lively. Harmonious.

Some things manage to translate 
the classic understanding of beauty into 
the here and now. This kind of design 
combines traditional values such as 
elegance, warmth and harmony with 

modern elements. Balanced shapes 
emphasise a lasting awareness of what is 
good. In order to perfect this comfortable 
feeling, our Metris Classic and Talis 
Classic mixers also give you the choice of 

two heights. Decide for yourself just how 
much space you need in everyday life to 
really feel good.
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Metris® Classic 
Single lever bath mixer
# 31485, -003 
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

Metris® Classic Bath

Metris® Classic Shower

Basin mixers. Metris® Classic

Metris® Classic 
Bath spout
# 13413, -000

Raindance® Classic 100 
Air 3jet Hand shower
# 28548, -003
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

      

Raindance® Classic 100 
Air 3jet / Unica Classic
Wall bar 0.65 set
# 27843, -003
 
 
 
 
 

 

      

Metris® Classic 
Single lever shower mixer
# 31676, -003 
iBox Universal only 
# 01800180

Raindance® Classic 240 Air 1jet 
Overhead shower
Shower arm sold separately 
# 27405, -003

 
 
 

   

  

Metris® Classic Basin

Metris® Classic 100
3-hole basin mixer
# 31073, -003
 
 
 

     

Metris® Classic 
Single lever basin mixer  
For wall mounting 225mm # 31003, 000
In wall body # 13622, 180 
 
 

     

Metris® Classic 100 
Single lever basin mixer
# 31075, -003
 
 
 

     

Metris® Classic 250 
Single lever basin mixer
# 31078, -003
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iBox Universal®

Raindance® Rainfall® 240 Air 3jet
Overhead shower with three spray types
 
 
 
  

   

Raindance® Select E 300 3jet 
Overhead shower with three spray types

Ecostat® S
Thermostatic mixer

PuraVida®

Single lever bath mixer

Metris® 
Single lever shower mixer

Focus® 
High f low shower mixer

iBox Universal: one for all

iBox Universal ® 
# 01800180

Advantages and benefits

• Leak proof, sound proofing

•  Suitable for over 200 Hansgrohe and 
Axor finish sets

•  Pre-installation enhances decision making 
flexibility for mixers

•  An attractive bathroom, as bulky 
technology is out of sight behind the wall

•  Greater freedom of movement when 
showering

•  Easy to replace with new mixers or  
finish set designs when renovating  
and upgrading
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Masters of  
good taste:
Kitchen mixers.
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Kitchen mixers. Axor Uno2®

Axor Uno2®

Axor Uno2®  
Single lever kitchen mixer  
with telescopic spout
# 38815, -000, -800
Basic set
# 13622, -180

Axor Uno2®  
Single lever kitchen mixer  
with telescopic spout shown
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Kitchen mixers. Talis® and Focus®

Talis® S
Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull -out spray,  
2 spray modes, 
Swivel spout 150° 
# 32841, -009
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Talis® S
Single lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 150° 
# 32851, -003 

 
 
 

 

Focus®

Single lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 360° 
# 31806, -003

 
 
 

 

Talis® S2 Variarc
Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull -out spray, 
Swivel spout 150° 
# 14864, -003, -803
 

 
 
 

   

Focus®

Single lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 110/150/360° 
# 31820, -003
 
 
 
 
 

   

Talis® S2 Variarc
Single lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 110/150/360° 
# 14863, -003
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

Focus® Variarc
Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull -out spray,  
Swivel spout 150° 
# 14881, -003, -803
 
 
 
 

   

Talis®

Focus®
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References

Find out more at www.hansgrohe.com.au

Hotel Waldorf Astoria, Berlin. Hansgrohe 
products: Raindance S hand showers, 
Raindance Rainfall. Photo: Waldorf Astoria

At home all over the world.
Hansgrohe references.

All over the world, building clients 
and investors work with architects and 
planners to complete spectacular and 
refined projects. There is always a 
demand for smart, beautifully shaped 

solutions for the use of the essential 
element, water. The mixers, showers, 
and bathroom collections from the Black 
Forest add an extra touch of design 
and comfort to even the best addresses:  

deluxe hotel and public buildings, private 
homes and royal palaces, exclusive sports 
clubs, cruise ships and luxury yachts.

Alice Lane Towers, South Africa. Hansgrohe 
products: Metris S electronic basin mixer.
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References

Scarlet Hotel, Cornwall. Hansgrohe products: Raindance 
overhead showers, Talis S basin mixer and Pontos 
AquaCycle 9000.

Hyatt Capital Gate Hotel, Abu Dhabi. Hansgrohe 
products: Raindance S 240 Air overhead shower.
Photo: abudhabi.capitalgate.hyatt.com

Hotel JW Marriott, Santa Fe/Mexico City. 
Hansgrohe products: PuraVida basin mixer. 
Photo: Hotel JW Marriott

Donbass Arena, Ukraine. Hansgrohe 
products: Metris S basin mixer.
Photo: Donbass Arena

Celebrity Equinox cruise ship. Hansgrohe 
products: Talis S basin mixer. Photo: Meyer Werft

Hotel Balcones Del Atlántico, Dominican 
Republic. Hansgrohe products: Metris S basin 
mixer and Croma 100 shower sets.
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Hansgrohe mobile

With such a wide range of 
Hansgrohe products, you will be able 
to experience water just as you wish to. 

There are lots of online applications that 
you can use to obtain as much information 
as you need. This brings the Hansgrohe 

innovations home to you – or to wherever 
you would like to experience them.

Experience Hansgrohe 
products interactively.
Get the future on-screen.

http://itunes.com/app/hansgrohecatalog

Project planning made easy: 
Hansgrohe iSpecify

Hansgrohe new ‘iSpecify’ tool.
New website for Architects, Interior Designers  
and Bathroom Planners.

http://ispecify.hansgrohe.com/

Company.Shower Pleasure.
Bath and 
kitchen mixers.

ComfortZone.

Wie hoch ist Ihnen hoch genug? Ob Händewaschen 

oder Vase befüllen: verschiedene Zwecke fordern 

unterschiedlich viel Platz unter der Armatur. Mit 

ComfortZone bestimmen Sie selbst, wieviel Freiraum 

Sie benötigen. 

Probieren Sie es einfach mal aus.
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Hansgrohe mobile

The quickest installation  
in the world.

As your bathroom can’t come to Hansgrohe, Hansgrohe 
can simply come to you: the Hansgrohe@home app is the 
easiest way for anyone who would like to see what that 
new mixer or shower solution would look like in their own 
home. Just take a photo of your current bathroom situation, 
use your finger to highlight the existing mixer or shower and 
replace it with your favourite Hansgrohe product. You will 
see the results on-screen. The integrated dealer search will 
instantly show you where your nearest dealer is. The app 
for iPhone, iPad and android smartphones is available at 
www.hansgrohe - int.com/app
or directly at
ht tp://itunes.com/app/hansgrohehome
or
http://play.google.com/store/ 
search?q=hansgrohe+se

World Wide Water.

Find out all the latest news on water and Hansgrohe at
www.facebook.com/hansgrohe
www.twit ter.com/hansgrohe_pr
www.youtube.com/hansgrohe
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Please note that this catalogue only contains a selection of our products.  
You will f ind our complete range on our website.
Find out more about the world of Hansgrohe at www.hansgrohe.com.au

Experience Hansgrohe products interactively
You will f ind the iPad version of this catalogue – along with videos and various 
interesting applications – at ht tp://itunes.com/app/hansgrohecatalog

Planning with Hansgrohe@home
Discover vir tually by iPhone, iPad or android smartphone just how perfect the 
Hansgrohe mixers and showers will look on your basin or in your shower at home 
at www.hansgrohe - int.com/app

Experiencing and buying Hansgrohe products 
For competent bathroom planning, please contact one of our sanitary specialist  
retail and trade partners. Find your nearest one using our dealer search at  
www.hansgrohe.com.au

This catalogue has been produced with the greatest possible care for the 
environment. You can also do your bit for the environment by passing this catalogue 
on to others when you have finished with it, or else recycling it.

Catalogue reflects 2015 range, not all models shown may be avaialbe at time of print.
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